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VMS INTRO

VMS stands for VEHICLE MINING SYSTEM, the world’s first
patent application, trademark
application, and design application. The term “VEHICLE” means
“conveyance, automobile, and
method of transportation,” which
includes cars, yachts, and bikes.
The VMS is an innovative product
and system that can mine coins by
fundamentally solving the electrical problems of a mining computer by providing power to the
mining computer using the power
from the generator that is generated while moving.

Company History

In this issue...

editors top picks from this edition

Increase Coin Market Value
Bitcoin has the potential to reach

Electric car
Increasing demand for electric vehicles

Free Car Payment Opportunity
VMS can install the mining computer in

$500,000 by 2030

and deregulation in USA

the car, Everywhere can mining the coin

Car Share Industry

MOU with Uber & Lyft
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Door dash or Uber, Car sharing businesses are expanding
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Uber & Lyft Driver can’t earn enough
money, VMS can give the solution

VMS suggest to Commercial truck driver,
increase add finance method

www.vmscoin.com
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Coin market

Topic

Electric
Car
President Joe Biden
has set a goal of making half of all cars
sold in the U.S. electric and hybrid within
the next decade.

Coin Value

NEW ARRIVALS:
The new coin
VMS with vehicle
Mining computer

The infrastructure investment law signed by President
Joe Biden and the better reconstruction bill, which is expected
to be finalized by the end of this
year, is drawing attention as
they include measures of convert into electric cars

KEY Coin NEWS

According to recent long-term forecasts, Bitcoin
prices are expected to reach $100,000 by mid-2022 and then $200,000 by
the end of 2030

Coin Value

THE GOOD
Increasing coin
Market, Smarter
money managing
method, we have to
buy a competitive
VMS coin
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Panigirchoglu, a strategist, said
that “there is little doubt that the
competition for gold and cryptocurrency will continue, even considering the fact that the Millennial

www.vmscoin.com

generation, who prefer cryptocurrency in the investment industry, is
becoming more influential.”
“Considering how big the gold
market is, the drive of gold out of
the ‘alternative’ currency means
that bitcoin prices could rise significantly in the long run,” he said,
suggesting a long-term target price
of $146,000.

Under the $1.2 trillion infrastructure investment law,
250,000 high-speed charging
stations for electric vehicles will
be built across the U.S., which is
less than half the current gasoline price

Big
Issue

What is Best
with this...

If the $1.75 trillion “Build
Back Better Act” is finalized by
the end of this year, various
benefits for electric car buyers
will be poured in

1 Electricity supply
Car opportunity

JP Morgan predicts
$146,000 for Bitcoin
in the future... will
compete with gold.”

Electric Car

Topic

Increasing demand for
electric vehicles that
can be equipped with
VMS
What’s different?

It can be used
in a variety of
ways, so it is
highly useful.
You can try
different businesses.

Electric vehicles capable of easily providing electricity are available

2 Eco Supply
IN ADDITION TO BEING ECO-FRIENDLY,
there is a possibility of solar power generation in the future.

3 Cover Payment
Expensive electric vehicles can be covered with VMS.

www.technologyreview.com
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Car Payment

Topic

Car Payment
Solution with
Vehicle Mining
Computer
...

Topic

Fresh ideas
Until when do we have to pay off our debts?
We need to make money management
smarter with VMS

Car Sharing

Car Sharing
Industry
Sharing car market will
reach 4000 trillion by 2040
It is predicted that the size of the global
car sharing market will reach $3.3 trillion by 2040. As the self-driving car-led
car calling business is in full swing, it is
estimated that the core business of the
automobile industry will shift from new
car sales to car sharing.

Tesla Issue

What if Camry is equipped with VMS?
When installing VMS in Camry, the most popular vehicle in the United States, all
payments can be paid within 5 years. CONSIDERING THAT THE LIFESPAN OF A
VEHICLE IS GENERALLY 10 YEARS, VMS is a great benefit when it is installed.

NEW Mining computer
in the car Tesla owners are
also attaching them without
hesitation, and they are making
$800 a month with an mining

It is said that about 1/2 of Uber drivers are struggling with the insufficient cost of living.

computer!

“With VMS, we will be able to
propose solutions to Uber
drivers who are struggling
with insufficient cost of living.”
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Uber&Lyft Industry Statistics
The market is expected to grow 20%
CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate)
between the end of 2019 and 2025. At
this rate, the market will grow nearly
400% over five and a half years, from the
current value of $61 billion to $220 billion. These statistics show the expected
success of ride-sharing companies
established worldwide and the financial
potential of future STARTUP COMPANIES.

www.vmscoin.com
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Commercial

Topic

Market Value

Topic

Commercial
Industry

Market Value1: Coin Value

Commercial Truck is expected to grow into a big market with $3,600 by 2026.

The heavy-duty trucks
market was valued at USD
190.47 billion in 2020, and
it is expected to reach USD
360.54 billion by 2025, registering a CAGR of around
7.34% during the forecast
period (2021-2025).
The other factors, such
as the increasing demand for
powerful vehicles with higher
carrying capacity to handle
weights and strong suspension systems, the rising need for
fuel-efficient trucks, and strict
laws and regulations related to
carbon footprint and emissions,

are expected to fuel the market
growth durin g forecast period.
The US National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration set new
standards for fuel economy for
heavy-duty truck engines driven
by diesel, natural gas, and substitute fuels.
Key Market Trends
Demand for Hybrid and Electric Heavy-duty Trucks to Increase The high market growth
in the hybrid electric segment
will be driven by the stringent
emission norms established by
the governments.

ware solutions to determine fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions.
In response to these policy
changes across North America
and Europe, the market players
are introducing new models of
hybrid electric and fully electric
heavy-duty trucks. For instance,
in October 2019, Volvo introduced two new models of electric trucks, Volvo FL and Volvo
FE Electric. These models are
expected to have a significant
and positive effect on the air
quality in cities with many ongoing construction projects.

The European Commission
(EC) is also developing new soft-

According to recent long-term forecasts, Bitcoin prices are expected to
reach $100,000 by mid-2022 and then $200,000 by the end of 2030

Market Value2

Questions &
Answers
Simple answers to
your questions

Q
At this rate, the market will grow nearly 400% over five and a half
years, from the current value of $61 billion to $220 billion. These
statistics show the expected success of ride-sharing companies
established worldwide and the financial potential of future startup
companies

How was th e VM S cre ate d ?

V

M S was s tar te d w ith th e id e a
T H AT I T WO U LD B E pl e as an t

TO B E AB LE TO M I NE AND PAY I N T H E
C AR . VM S h as a s e cu re s ys te m th at is
T R ANSAC T E D W I T H CO I NS, A B LO C KC H AI N T E C H NO LO G Y. We al s o s ol ve d
th e e l e ct r ical p robl e m of th e minin g comp u te r by con n e ct in g it w ith
V E H I C LE . T h rou gh th is te ch n ol ogy, we
h op e th at many p e opl e w il l b e abl e

Market Value3

to u s e VM S CO I N an d u s e V E H I C LE
E Q U I P P E D w ith VM S, s o th at th e y w il l
C H ANGE to T H E L I F E O F p rod u cin g
R AT H E R T H AN T H E L I F E O F CO NSUM PT I O N.

Other gadget
to consider
Don’t make your
mind up yet...
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01 Product
and details

02 Details
and details

Na aliquissi tis aut lut
ad ent loborper sendre mod duipis dio
duis dolorpe rcilisit
luptatie volorer inci
bla faccum alit, core
faccum.

Na aliquissi tis aut lut
ad ent loborper sendre mod duipis dio
duis dolorpe rcilisit
luptatie volorer inci
bla faccum alit, core
faccum.

The large truck market was valued at $190.47 billion in 2020, and it
is expected to reach $280.54 billion by 2026 by registering about
7.34% of CAGR during the forecast period (2021-2026).

www.vmscoin.com
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VMS System

Function

Function

VMS System

VMS (Vehicle Mining System)
Trademark application and vehicle mining system
Patented next-generation mining system

VMS
System
Instruction
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www.vmscoin.com

We chose the coin
color, gold. The shape
of the wheel and
cylinder of the vehicle
was applied, and VMS
was emphasized after
the abbreviation of
Vehicle.

VMS has a vehicle
cryptocurrency mining
system patent in Korea,
and is applying for
international and US
patents.
www.vmscoin.com
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Engine - Alternator - Inverter

Mining Computer

Monitor Display

Main Server

The engine turns the Alternator and the generator supplies 24V power to the inverter. The
inverter receives DC24V and converts it to AC
110V.

The mining computer, which receives 110V of
power from the inverter, operates.

The GPU as a mining computer mines the coin,
and all related information is shown on the
display for monitoring. It is a touch screen, and
it is also linked with a mobile device via Bluetooth. It also has a hotspot function to keep
you connected online.

Coins mined by the mining computer are
stored in the coin wallet of the central server.
Furthermore, it is converted into VMS coin and
paid to the user’s wallet at a certain time. The
central server is connected in real time to the
in-vehicle display and hotspot.

The self-cooling system effectively lowers the
heat generated by the GPU.

Product Function
Engine-Alternator-Inverter
Engine - Alternator - Inverter

Front Detail

Back Detail

LCD DIGITAL DISPLAY
MAIN SHUTDOWN SWITCH
2 USB PORTS
2 STANDARD OUTLETS
DISPLAY SELECTOR SWICH
HARDWIRE KIT

NEGATIVE POWER INPUT TERMINAL
HIGH SPEED COOLING DAN
POSITIVE POWER INPUT TERMINAL

When the engine is running, the alternator
connected to the engine with the belt runs
at the same time.The alternator is connected to the battery and supplies power
to all electric systems of the vehicle from
stored energy.The inverter is connected to
the + and – end of the battery and converts from battery’s DC 24V into AC 110V.
The max capacity of inverter is 3000W.
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Monitor Display
Monitor Display
Mining information mined from the
mining computer can be viewed
through the display of the dashboard.
It is a 12-inch touch screen, and in addition to mining information, it is linked
with mobile and Bluetooth.

Mining Computer

Power Supply
It supplies power to the
mining computer.Two
750W power supplies are
included.

LED cooling

Aluminum Rack

We can confirm
mining computer
status with LED
cooling color

Lightweight and impactresistant aluminum is used to
increase durability and reduce
heat generation.

GPU
As a component of the computer, it is
responsible for processing operations
like the CPU. However, in mining, the
GPU is used because the operation
must be excellent.

Trunk Install
Mining computer in
vehicle Powered by a
generator

Main Server

Mining Computer
The hash value is determined according to how many GPUs are installed in
the mining computer. The hash value
has the same meaning as the ability to
mine.
is also interpreted as If the trunk is
large, multiple GPUs can be installed.
From a minimum of 1 to a maximum of
12 can be installed
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Main Server
Coins mined from each vehicle’s mining computer are gathered in a central server. The central server converts the mined mining into VMS Coin issued by the company and puts it into the vehicle’s customer coin
wallet. It automatically manages the customer’s coin account, such as customer member management,
coin wallet, and monthly payment status.

www.vmscoin.com
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VMS Coin

Value

Value

VMS Coin

VMS

Payment
& Coin
Token Allocation

Operating Allocation

“Based on the best-selling
Toyota Camry in the U.S.
Mining Computer operation for Camry”
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Payment
& Coin

Gas vs Coin
VMS Coin Advantages
VMS Value Management

www.vmscoin.com
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VMS Coin

VMS Coin

Value

Value

VMS Coin
Advantages

VMS Value Management
3 Point Value Management Strategic
Payment platform

1.

EASY TO USE,
It can be used for
existing financial
transactions and
notarization using
blockchain-based
Smart Contract

3.

ECONOMICS,

6 Points VMS strong
advantages
Ease to use, Scalability,
Economics,
Service speed, Safe,
Transparency

ECONOMICS

“Payment is
possible with
mined coins”

SCALABILITY

ICO

Fast transmission
speed through P2P
network and low
cost structure that
does not require an
intermediary

4.

5.

Impossible for
counterfeiting, irreversible even if
lost, and card recovery is possible

Anyone can view the
ledger, and all transaction participants
can share and verify
the ledger
www.vmscoin.com

2.

Through the VMSC
token system, P2P
payment and remittance/exchange can
proceed quickly

SAFE
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Both buyers and
sellers use the simple and convenient
Payment app.

“Listed on
stable and
reliable ICO”

SERVICE SPEED

6.

TRANSPARENCY

Coin Value Rise

“Increase in
investment
value with
coin”
www.vmscoin.com
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Company History

Story

Story

Company History

VMS
Company
History
www.vmscoin.com
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Company History

Story

Story

VMSNEWS

Company History

JANUARY 2022

INTRODUCE
Introduce CEO

It is not popularized
due to high price.With
this problem in mind,
we made a VMS, that
can earn crypto with
operating car. VMS
has a secured system which transacts
with coins made with
blockchain technology. It also solved an
electrical problem of
mining computers by
connecting them to
vehicles.
Through this technology, we hope more
people will be able to
afford more electric
cars by consuming
VMS Coin and VMS
equipped vehicles.

ANDY PARK
The world is focusing
on R&D eco-friendly
energy. One of the
results is the electric
vehicle.
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Tesla, the leading electric vehicle brand, is
now worth more than
all the market capitalization of other competitors.

It can be regarded as
an evidence of human
being’s interest in ecofriendly energy. homework to solve.

Thank you.
CEO Andy, Park

www.vmscoin.com
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